Using Machine Learning to Assess Physician Competence: A Systematic Review.
To identify the different machine learning (ML) techniques that have been applied to automate physician competence assessment and evaluate how these techniques can be used to assess different competence domains in several medical specialties. In May 2017, MEDLINE, EMBASE, PsycINFO, Web of Science, ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, PROSPERO, and Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews were searched for articles published from inception to April 30, 2017. Studies were included if they applied at least one ML technique to assess medical students', residents', fellows', or attending physicians' competence. Information on sample size, participants, study setting and design, medical specialty, ML techniques, competence domains, outcomes, and methodological quality was extracted. MERSQI was used to evaluate quality, and a qualitative narrative synthesis of the medical specialties, ML techniques, and competence domains was conducted. Of 4,953 initial articles, 69 met inclusion criteria. General surgery (24; 34.8%) and radiology (15; 21.7%) were the most studied specialties; natural language processing (24; 34.8%), support vector machine (15; 21.7%), and hidden Markov models (14; 20.3%) were the ML techniques most often applied; and patient care (63; 91.3%) and medical knowledge (45; 65.2%) were the most assessed competence domains. A growing number of studies have attempted to apply ML techniques to physician competence assessment. Although many studies have investigated the feasibility of certain techniques, more validation research is needed. The use of ML techniques may have the potential to integrate and analyze pragmatic information that could be used in real-time assessments and interventions.